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1. Introduction

Multi-attribute negotiation is a useful method in a
wide range of scenarios, particularly when two or
more parties (or agents) with limited common knowl-
edge about each others’ preferences try to arrive at
an agreement on a set of issues over which they
have possible conflicting preferences. For example, in
international climate conferences, representatives of
nations negotiate how much each nation will reduce
carbon dioxide emissions (Lange et al. 2010). As
another example, in e-commerce systems, firms are
engaged in negotiating with multiple suppliers to ful-
fill orders (Zeng 2001). Our focus in this paper is
multi-attribute automated negotiation among multi-
ple agents from the perspective of designing systems
of software agents to reach an agreement.
The extant literature on the mathematical study of

negotiation can be divided into two broad categories:

†Corresponding author.

mediated negotiations and nonmediated negotia-
tions (Sycara and Dai 2010); in this paper, we focus
on nonmediated negotiations. Whereas in a mediated
negotiation, the presence of a nonbiased mediator is
presumed and agents interact with each other through
that mediator (Heiskanen et al. 2001, Klein et al. 2003,
Ito et al. 2007, Chalamish and Kraus 2012), in a non-
mediated negotiation, agents interact with each other
directly.
In the nonmediated negotiation literature, re-

searchers make different assumptions about the num-
ber of negotiating agents, the number of issues they
are negotiating, and agents’ knowledge regarding
other agents’ preferences (modeled using utility func-
tions). Most work to date has focused on two-agent,
single-issue negotiation, although some work has
addressed two-agent, multi-issue negotiation (e.g.,
Fatima et al. 2006) or multi-agent, single-issue nego-
tiation (e.g., Binmore 1985). Furthermore, computa-
tional modeling of multi-issue negotiation has either
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assumed (a) complete knowledge of the preference
structure of the opponents, i.e., the utility functions
of the agents are known, (e.g., Nash 1950, Rubinstein
1982), or (b) a probability distribution over the pref-
erences of the agents is known (e.g., Harsanyi and
Selten 1972, Chatterjee and Samuelson 1983, Lin et al.
2008). In addition, most of the literature assumes lin-
ear additive utility functions.
When the utility function is assumed to be lin-

ear and the information about the opponent’s util-
ity function is known, a monotonic concession strat-
egy and a Zeuthen strategy (Endriss 2006) have been
proposed for negotiation. In the presence of incom-
plete information, Bayesian learning has been pro-
posed in agents’ negotiation strategy (Li and Tesauro
2003, Buffett and Spencer 2005). Rational strategies
that correspond to sequential equilibrium of a game
have been proposed when each agent has proba-
bilistic knowledge about its opponent (e.g., Fatima
et al. 2004). However, these strategies cannot be
used if knowledge about opponents’ utility func-
tions is absent and when the utility functions are
nonlinear. Preference elicitation—before or through
negotiation—has been studied where agents have
no knowledge about opponents’ utilities (e.g., Chari
and Agrawal 2007). However, preference elicitation is
known to be a difficult and time-consuming proce-
dure (Chen and Pu 2004), especially when the agents’
preferences are complex. Most crucially, preference
elicitation does not guarantee that an agreement will
be reached even when the zone of agreement is
nonempty.
In this paper, we study a multilateral negotiation in

a general setting, where agents have nonlinear utility
functions and aim to answer the following fundamen-
tal open question: Is it possible to design a distributed
negotiation strategy that enables agents to provably come
to an agreement, given that they have no prior knowledge
about the utility functions of other agents? For agents
with general utility functions, the utility of an offer
is not simply a sum of the utilities of the individ-
ual issues. Therefore, we allow the agents to nego-
tiate with package offers where agents negotiate on
multiple issues simultaneously (as opposed to nego-
tiating issue by issue). Although issue-by-issue offers
are more convenient mathematically, packaged offers
have the advantage that they allow agents to make
trade-offs over different issues, which is a realistic
feature of many negotiations. Our goal is to design
a strategy for generating packaged offers for agents
with private information that provably leads to an
acceptable agreement for all the agents, providing the
agents keep conceding to their reservation utilities
and the zone of agreement is nonempty.
To illustrate the difficulty of generating an accept-

able solution in a multilateral, multi-issue negotia-
tion, let us consider the geometry of a negotiation
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Figure 1 (Color online) Illustrative Sketch of the Offer Space of Three

Agents, A, B, and C, Negotiating on Two Issues

Notes. RA, RB , and RC are the reservation curves of the agents A, B, and C,
respectively. The convex sets bounded by the three reservation curves are
the feasible offer sets (e.g., O0

A
is a feasible offer for Agent A).

problem. Figure 1 provides a geometric view of the
offer space for three agents (referred to as A, B, C)
negotiating on two issues. We denote by Ri (i=A,
B1C) Agent i’s reservation curve, which is the set of all
offers that provide the agent’s reservation utility. In
addition, we denote by Oi (i=A, B1C) an offer that
Agent i chooses from Ri. For each agent, the convex
set bounded by its reservation curve is the feasible
offer set, and any offer within this set is acceptable
to this agent because the utility of the offer to the
agent is no less than the agent’s reservation utility.
For example, O0

A is a feasible offer for Agent A. The
zone of agreement (the area in the common intersec-
tion or hatched region in Figure 1) is the set of offers
that is acceptable to all agents. Any point within the
zone of agreement is referred to as a satisficing agree-
ment. Note that the zone of agreement is unknown
to the agents because none of them knows any other
agent’s utility function. Thus, geometrically speaking,
in negotiation, the goal of the agents is to find a point
in the zone of agreement (i.e., a satisficing agreement),
under the restriction that none of the agents has any
explicit knowledge of the zone of agreement.
Let us step back and consider two agents negotiat-

ing on a single issue (e.g., a buyer and a seller nego-
tiating on the price of a house). Here, if the zone
of agreement is nonempty (i.e., if the lowest price at
which the seller is willing to sell is less than the high-
est price the buyer is willing to pay), negotiation will
always result in an agreement, because one agent’s
offer with utility equal to the agent’s reservation util-
ity would be acceptable to the other agent. Even for a
multi-issue negotiation where the agents (with linear
additive utility functions) negotiate issue by issue and
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have a different reservation price1 for each issue (e.g.,
Fatima et al. 2004 who consider two agents), an agree-
ment can still be reached if every agent proposes an
offer that corresponds to the agent’s own reservation
price for each issue.
For packaged multilateral, multi-attribute negotia-

tion with nonlinear utility functions, however, it is
nontrivial for an agent to find an offer acceptable to
other agents. It is entirely likely that an offer on one
agent’s reservation utility curve is deemed unaccept-
able by another agent. Figure 1 shows that although
the offers OA, OB, and OC give the agents A, B, and
C their lowest acceptable utilities (i.e., they concede
as much as they can), these offers do not lie in the
(unknown) zone of agreement, so none of them is
acceptable to all the agents. In general, there are an
infinite number of offers that lie on an agent’s reser-
vation utility curve that are unacceptable to the other
agents. Thus, in contrast to single-issue negotiation,
for multi-issue negotiation with private information,
unknown zone of agreement, and nonlinear utility
functions, it is challenging to generate offers accept-
able to all agents in a distributed manner.

1.1. Contributions to the Literature

The first contribution we present is a distributed
negotiation strategy for generating offers, referred to
as sequential projection strategy; we analytically estab-
lish that the agents following this strategy will reach
an agreement, assuming they concede to their reserva-
tion utilities and the zone of agreement is nonempty.
Note that although the agents will concede, the
amount by which they concede (or the rule by which
they decide on the amount to concede) is not spec-
ified. Thus, there is some degree of freedom in the
choice of concession rule (or concession strategy). We
show that the convergence holds for general concave
utility functions as long as all the agents concede to
their reservation utilities, irrespective of the specific
concession strategy the agents adopt. The sequential
projection strategy is a generalization of the alternate
projection heuristic that was proposed in the litera-
ture for two agents (Lai and Sycara 2009, Wu et al.
2009). We also prove that agents have no incentive
to deviate from the sequential projection strategy for
generating offers.
The second contribution is that this is the first

attempt to tackle the issue of automated negotiating
agents’ incentives to concede. The literature has not
explicitly discussed agents’ incentives to concede in
negotiations. One possible rationale in the literature
for the lack of explicit accounting for incentives to
concede is that the utility that agents obtain from
reaching an agreement decreases with time. In other

1 Note that we use “price” here to be consistent with the literature
(Fatima et al. 2004).

words, the value of an outcome may be time sensitive
and may decrease with time. However, in many nego-
tiation scenarios, negotiators do concede with time,
even in negotiations where the utility of issues does
not decrease with time. This is because the agents
desire to reach an agreement and know that if others
see that they do not concede, then there is a chance
that the negotiation may stall and one or more parties
may walk out. Here we propose and analyze a con-
cession strategy for negotiation that conforms to this
intuition. In other words, the strategy is reactive; that
is, it depends not only on whether other agents’ offers
give an agent utility higher than its reservation util-
ity, but also on the agent’s perception of how much
others have conceded. Having the agents be reactive
is novel. A common feature of concession strategies
in the extant literature is that they are assumed to be
exogenous and not reactive to the concession strategy
of the other agents (notable exceptions being Aknine
et al. 2004, Shakun 2005, Chari and Agrawal 2007).
Shakun (2005) proposes a reactive tit-for-tat negoti-
ation strategy and Aknine et al. (2004) propose an
extension of contract net protocols to negotiations. In
contrast, we design a reactive strategy and show that
during a negotiation concession is rational even in the
absence of time-decreasing utility functions. In partic-
ular, we prove that if the agents follow our reactive
concession strategy, none of them will have an incen-
tive to initiate stopping of concession.
To the best of our knowledge, for nonmediated

negotiation, this paper is the first to provide a negoti-
ation strategy with guaranteed convergence to a satis-
ficing solution for general multi-attribute, multilateral
negotiation with agents that have nonlinear utility
functions and no knowledge about other agents’ pref-
erences. Moreover, we believe this paper is the first in
negotiation literature that studies the issue of incen-
tive compatibility of making concessions. We demon-
strate through extensive simulations the performance
of our algorithms and their robustness to noisy bids,
among other deviation strategies.
A third contribution of our paper is that it advances

the mathematics/computer science literature on alter-
nating projection algorithms (Cheney and Goldstein
1959) in the following aspects: (a) we allow the sets
to move over time and are the first to prove the
convergence property under this novel setting, and
(b) we allow multiple sets. The alternating projec-
tion algorithm that finds a point in the intersection
of two closed convex sets by iteratively projecting a
point first onto one set and then onto the other has
been rediscovered many times in the literature (e.g.,
Bauschke and Borwein 1996, Combettes 1997). How-
ever, none of these papers allows the sets to move
during the projecting as we do in this paper.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we outline the framework of automated
negotiation and formally state our research questions.
In Section 3 we present our convergence proof of the
proposed sequential projection strategy. The results in
Section 3 do not depend on the specific implementa-
tion of the concession strategy. In Section 4 we pro-
vide a discussion of automated negotiating agents’
incentive to concede; we prove it is rational for the
agents to not deliberately stop conceding under our
proposed reactive concession strategy. In Section 5
we present the results of our computational experi-
ments on randomly generated negotiation instances
and demonstrate our strategy yields performance suf-
ficiently close to that of the Nash bargaining solution;
we also demonstrate the robustness of our proposed
strategies under potential deviating scenarios. Finally,
in Section 6, we summarize our contributions and out-
line avenues for future research.

2. Negotiation Framework

We consider m self-interested agents i 2 81121 0 0 0 1m9
negotiating on a set of issues j 2 81121 0 0 0 1N 9 with a
time horizon of T periods. Let 60117 denote the unit
interval in ✓ and 60117N be the unit hypercube in ✓N .
Without loss of generality, we assume the issues take
on continuous values and the negotiation domain for
each issue is Ïj = 60117 with 0 and 1 correspond-
ing to the extreme values of the issues. Any point
within the unit hypercube is a package offer or simply
an offer. We assume Agent i’s utility function, ui4x5,
i= 1121 0 0 0 1m, is continuous and concave 8x 2 60117N .
Without loss of generality, we can normalize the range
of Agent i’s utility function to 60117. The assumption
that each agent’s utility lies between 0 and 1 is not
required for our main results to hold and is made
purely for simplicity of presentation; the scale of the
utility of each agent is of no critical importance, as
long as the reservation utility and the scale of con-
cession is consistent with the scale of the utility. We
assume that for all agents, reaching an agreement has
higher utility than negotiation breakdown with no
agreement. We define the following concepts to for-
malize our negotiation framework.

Definition 1. Agent i, i 2 81121 0 0 0 1m9, has a reser-
vation utility, rui, such that any offer with utility less
than its reservation utility is not acceptable to Agent i.

Definition 2. The feasible offer set of Agent i, i 2
81121 0 0 0 1m9, denoted as Ai, is defined as the set of
offers that provide Agent i with utility no less than
Agent i’s reservation utility rui, namely, Ai = 8x 2
60117N óui4x5� rui9.

Definition 3. The zone of agreement Z is the com-
mon intersection of the feasible offer sets of all agents,
namely, Z=Tm

i=1A
i.

Agent i’s feasible offer set Ai is strictly convex for
each i. Because the zone of agreement is the inter-
section of a finite number of convex sets, it is also
a convex set. For a negotiated agreement to exist,
the zone of agreement must be nonempty. Any point
within the zone of agreement is acceptable to every
agent, and we call such a solution a satisficing solution
to the negotiation.2 Note that the zone of agreement
is fixed given the utility functions and reservation
utilities and does not change during the course of a
negotiation.

2.1. Negotiation Protocol

A key issue in designing negotiation of software
agents is to choose a negotiation protocol. For a two-
agent negotiation, we will assume the agents use an
alternating-offer protocol (Rubinstein 1982), where an
agent proposes an offer and the other agent responds
by either accepting it or proposing a new offer. For
general multi-agent negotiations, we will use a gen-
eralization of the alternating-offer protocol, namely,
a sequential-offer protocol, by which each agent pro-
poses an offer in a predetermined sequence. We use
a sequential protocol in the multi-agent setting and
assume the agents propose their offers in a given
order. The negotiation ends when an offer on the table
is acceptable to all the agents (the notion of an accept-
able offer during the negotiation will be defined pre-
cisely in the next section), or when the agents cannot
find an offer acceptable to all (after some predeter-
mined time period T ). Next, we formally state our
research problem.
Problem Statement2 Given m agents negotiating

on N issues where each agent has a strictly concave
private utility function and the zone of agreement has
a nonempty interior, find a concession strategy such
that the agents have an incentive to follow the strat-
egy and an offer-generation strategy such that it is
guaranteed that the agents following the strategy will
reach an agreement.

2 Different definitions have been proposed for a proper negotiation
solution. Axiomatic solution concepts have been proposed for bar-
gaining games, which include the Nash bargaining solution (Nash
1950), the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution (Kalai and Smorodinsky
1975), the egalitarian solution (Kalai 1977), and the pareto-optimal
solution. The set of points that satisfy these different solution
requirements consists of subsets of the zone of agreement. How-
ever, computing the points requires that all the agents know each
others’ utility functions. Because an agent does not know the util-
ity function of its opponent, we use a satisficing solution as our
solution concept. A satisficing solution is any agreement that gives
the negotiators a utility greater than or equal to their reservation
utility. The use of a satisficing solution in this very general setting
where the agents have no information about their opponents is in
the spirit of Herbert Simon (1956). The control theory literature has
also studied similar ideas and concepts (e.g., Stirling 2003, 2005;
Lopes de Lima et al. 2015).
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2.2. Overall Negotiation Strategy

For each agent, the proposed overall negotiation strat-
egy consists of the consecutive application of the fol-
lowing two strategies: a concession strategy and an
offer-generation strategy. When it is Agent i’s turn to
make an offer, the agent first checks whether the cur-
rent offer on the table (made by some other agent)
is acceptable. If it is not, Agent i uses the concession
strategy to determine its own current desirable con-
cession utility and uses the offer-generation strategy
to generate a new offer.
Concession Strategy. We first define an agent’s indif-

ferent surface (or curve).

Definition 4. The set of offers that give Agent i a
particular utility ui4t5 is referred to as Agent i’s indif-
ference surface (or curve) in period t.

During a negotiation, agents gradually reduce the
utility of offers acceptable to them. A negotiating
agent not only desires to reach an agreement with the
other agents, but also wants to obtain as much util-
ity as possible. Thus, when agents begin a negotia-
tion, they propose offers generating the highest possi-
ble utility for themselves and gradually move toward
offers generating lower utility. However, they will nei-
ther propose nor accept any offer with utility lower
than their reservation utility.

Definition 5. Agent i’s desirable utility in period t
is si4t5, such that Agent i only accepts an offer
that provides utility equal to or higher than si4t5 in
period t.

Definition 6. The set of offers that give Agent i
desirable utility si4t5 is referred to as Agent i’s conces-
sion surface (or curve) in period t.

Note a concession surface (curve) is an indifference
surface (curve) for Agent i, in a given time period t,
but not vice versa.

Definition 7. Agent i’s concession strategy is de-
fined as a time series of the agent’s desirable utility
at time 0111 0 0 0 1 namely, 4si4051 4si4151 si4251 0 0 0 1 5; si4t5
is a monotonically decreasing function of t and si4t5 �
rui1 8 t.
Each agent uses the concession strategy at each

period t to determine the desirable utility (and corre-
sponding concession surface).

Definition 8. For Agent i, let Ai
t be the set of all

offers (including other agents’ offers) that have util-
ities higher than si4t5 in period t. The set Ai

t = 8x 2
60117N óui4x5 � si4t59, is referred to as Agent i’s desir-
able offer set in period t.

Definition 9. An offer xt at time t is referred to
as an acceptable offer to Agent i if xt 2 Ai

t , that is, if
the offer belongs to the agent’s desirable offer set in
period t.
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Figure 2 (Color online) Illustration of Definitions

For all t, as Ai
t represents the set of desirable offers

in period t and Agent i keeps conceding over time,
the desirable offer set keeps expanding over time; i.e.,
Ai

1 ✓Ai
2 ✓ · · ·✓Ai. In Figure 2, e.g., the offer x1

tÉ2 is on
the desirable indifference curve for tÉ 2 for Agent 1.
All offers to the right and up from x1

tÉ2 belong to
Agent 1’s current desirable offer set. At time t, as
Agent 1 concedes, his current desirable offer set con-
sists of all the points to the right and up from the cur-
rent concession curve on which x1

t lies. Note Agent 1’s
desirable offer set at tÉ 2 is a subset of its desirable
offer set at time t.
From the prior discussion, an acceptable offer is

always a feasible offer, but a feasible offer may not be
an acceptable offer for the current period. Even if an
offer is within the zone of agreement, an agent may
not accept it when the offer yields a utility level that
is below the agent’s current desirable utility. As an
example, in Figure 2, the offer x2

tÉ1 is within the zone
of agreement and a feasible offer for Agent 1 but not
an acceptable offer for Agent 1 in period t.
Offer-Generation Strategy. The offer-generating strat-

egy uses alternating projections. Here we define pro-
jection and the projection operator.

Definition 10. For a convex set A and a point x,
let PA6x7 be the projection of point x on the set A with
P being the projection operator. The projection PA6x7
is a point in the set A that has the minimum Euclidean
distance to x (Boyd and Vandenberghe 2004); e.g.,

PA6x7= argmin
q2A

òqÉ xò1 (1)

where ò ·ò denotes the Euclidean norm.

This definition implies that if x 2A, then PA6x7= x.
In other words, the projection of a point inside a set A
on the same set A is the point itself. If x yA and A is
a compact set with its boundary defined by a differ-
entiable function, then PA6x7 lies on the boundary of
the set A and the line joining x, and PA6x7 is normal
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to A.3 That is, PA6x7 is the foot of the perpendicular
from x on the boundary of A.
As previously stated, the agents make their pro-

posals in a predetermined sequence. We assume
at period t = 0 that each agent proposes a utility-
maximizing offer. After initialization, the agents pro-
pose sequentially, such that at time t = 1, Agent 1
proposes, and, if the offer is not acceptable, then at
time t = 2, Agent 2 proposes and so on.

Definition 11. An Agent j’s standing offer in pe-
riod t, denoted by x

j
t , is the last offer Agent j made.

Definition 12. Sequential Projection Strategy for
Offer Generation: Let t + 1 be the time when it is
Agent i+ 1’s turn to propose. Agent i+ 1 determines
the offer by projecting the convex combination of all
the agents’ standing offers (including Agent i + 1’s
previous offer) to Agent t + 1’s current indifference
surface in period t + 1. More specifically, Agent i+ 1
at period t+ 1 proposes

xi+1
t+1 = PAi+1

t+1

 mX

j=1

a
i1 j
t x

j
t

�
1 (2)

where Ai+1
t+1 is Agent i + 1’s set of acceptable offers

at time t + 1, ai1 jt is the weight that Agent i puts on
Agent j’s standing offer at time t, and

Pm
j=1 a

i1 j
t = 1.

To understand the working of the sequential pro-
jection strategy (referred to as alternating projection
strategy for two agents), we start by examining the
two-agent two-issue case (see Figure 3). In the fig-
ure, the dashed concession curves belong to Agent 1
and the solid concession curves belong to Agent 2. In
period tÉ 4, Agent 1 proposes an offer x1

tÉ4. Agent 2
rejects this offer and both agents update their indif-
ference curves using their concession strategies. In
period t É 3, Agent 2 selects x2

tÉ3 on the agent’s con-
cession curve such that x2

tÉ3 is the projection of x1
tÉ4

on Agent 2’s concession curve. Agent 2 offers x2
tÉ3,

which Agent 1 rejects, and both agents update their
concession curves. In period t É 2, Agent 1 identifies
x1
tÉ2 by projection of x2

tÉ3 to Agent 1’s current conces-
sion curve proposes it to Agent 2, and the negotiation
proceeds.

Algorithm 1 (Overall algorithm)
Data: Each agent’s utility function ui4x5,

reservation utility rui, and concession
strategy si4t51 t = 1121 0 0 0 1T

Result: Negotiation Agreement
1 Initialization: Each agent proposes a preferred

offer xi
0;

3 More generally, if the function defining the boundary is not differ-
entiable everywhere, the line joining x and PA6x7 lies in the normal
cone to A at PA6x7.
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Figure 3 (Color online) Alternating Projection Strategy

2 t = 1;
3 Set convergence tolerance: Ñ
4 while t  T and IsConverge= False do
5 Determine the agent to propose: i=mod4t1m5;
6 for each j 2 81121 0 0 0 1m9 do
7 if j = i then
8 Agent i concedes by determining si4t5;
9 Agent i calculates: wtÉ1 Ñ 41/m5

Pm
j=1 x

j
tÉ1;

10 Agent i proposes xi
t4t5Ñ PAi

t
6wtÉ17;

11 else

12 x
j
t Ñ x

j
tÉ1;

13 end

14 end

15 if maxj2811210001m9 òxj
t ÉwtÉ1ò< Ñ then

16 IsConverge= True
17 else

18 t = t+ 1;
19 end

20 end.

For general multilateral negotiation, to simplify the
notation and presentation, we use a

i1 j
t = 1/m for i1 j 2

81121 0 0 0 1m9, t � 0; the discussion and results hold for
general values of ai1 jt satisfying

P
a
i1 j
t = 1. Therefore,

Agent i+1 at period t+1 proposes an offer according
to xi+1

t+1 = PAi+1
t+1
641/m5

Pm
j=1 x

j
t 7, where x

j
t is the newest

offer proposed by Agent j until period t. For nota-
tional convenience, we define wt 2= 41/m5

Pm
j=1 x

j
t . In

other words, an agent selects an offer from the cur-
rent concession surface by projecting the mean of all
the other agents’ latest offers to the agent’s own cur-
rent concession surface. Note this method generates
an offer that is acceptable to the agent and is closest
(in terms of Euclidean distance) to the average offer
of the latest offers made by all agents.
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Figure 4 (Color online) The Sequential Projection Strategy for

Three Agents Negotiating on Two Issues

Figure 4 illustrates the sequential projection method
for three agents negotiating on two issues. At time
tÉ 1 (see left-hand panel of Figure 4), it is Agent 1’s
turn to make an offer. The standing offers at period
t É 1 are Agent 2’s standing offer x2

tÉ3, because
Agent 2’s previous offer was proposed at time t É 3,
and Agent 3’s standing offer x3

tÉ2 because Agent 3’s
previous offer was proposed at t É 2. Agent 1
incorporates the most recent offers from all agents,
including the agent’s own previous offer, namely,
x1
tÉ41x

2
tÉ31x

3
tÉ2, to compute the point wtÉ2 and project

it onto Agent 1’s concession surface at tÉ 1 (the dot-
ted curve that is obtained using Agent 1’s concession
strategy). Similarly, in period t, it is Agent 2’s turn
to make an offer (see right-hand panel of Figure 4).
Agent 2 computes the new offer by projecting the
point wtÉ1 (computed by averaging x1

tÉ11x
2
tÉ31x

3
tÉ2) to

get x2
t , and the negotiation proceeds. In Algorithm 1,

we provide the pseudocode for the overall negotiation
strategy.

3. Convergence of the Sequential

Projection Strategy

In this section, we establish the convergence of the
sequential projection strategy for multilateral, multi-
issue negotiation. We prove the convergence result for
any concession strategy, without restricting ourselves to
the specific implementation of the concession strategy. This
implies that our results hold even if each agent in the
negotiation has a different concession strategy. Under
such a general setting, we show our sequential pro-
jection negotiation strategy ensures the agents con-
verge to an agreement. We then examine the question
of whether agents following the sequential projection
strategy will find an agreement in a finite time.

3.1. Reaching Agreement with the Sequential

Projection Strategy

We first restate a classical result from the convex
geometry literature (Cheney and Goldstein 1959). Let
PA6x7 be the projection of point x on the set A with P
being the projection operator, and let the notation ò ·ò
denote the Euclidean norm of a vector.

Lemma 1 (Cheney and Goldstein 1959). Let A
be a nonempty closed convex set in 60117N . Then 8x 2
60117N , y 2A, and we have the following:

4PA6x7É y504yÉ x5ÉòPA6x7É yò21 (3)

òPA6x7É xò2  òxÉ yò2 ÉòPA6x7É yò20 (4)

Lemma 1 supports the convergence for alternating
projection between two static sets. In Theorem 1, by
contrast, we establish the convergence for alternating
projection between multiple moving sets.

Theorem 1. Let xi
t be the latest offer proposed by

Agent i until period t, and let wt be the mean of the stand-
ing offers from all agents in period t. Then the sequence
8
Pm

i=1 òxi
t Éwtò29 is nonincreasing with t.

Proof. Let Agent i + 1 be the agent proposing an
offer xi+1

t+1 in period t+ 1. Then we have

xi+1
t+1 = PAi+1

t+1
6wt70 (5)

Because x
j
t+1 = x

j
t1 j 6= i+ 1, we have

wt+1 =
1
m

mX

j=1

x
j
t+1

= 1
m

✓ mX

j=1

x
j
t + xi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t

◆

= wt +
1
m
4xi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t 50 (6)
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Using the prior results, we have
mX

j=1

òxj
t+1 Éwt+1ò2

=
mX

j=11 j 6=i+1

òxj
t+1 Éwt+1ò2 + òxi+1

t+1 Éwt+1ò2

=
mX

j=11 j 6=i+1

����4x
j
t Éwt5É

1
m
4xi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t 5

����
2

+
����4x

i+1
t+1 É xi+1

t 5+ 4xi+1
t Éwt5É

1
m
4xi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t 5

����
2

=
mX

j=1

����4x
j
t Éwt5É

1
m
4xi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t 5

����
2

+ òxi+1
t+1 É xi+1

t ò2 É 2
m
òxi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t ò2

+ 24xi+1
t+1 É xi+1

t 504xi+1
t Éwt51 (7)

in which
mX

j=1

����4x
j
t Éwt5É

1
m
4xi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t 5

����
2

=
mX

j=1

òxj
t Éwtò2 +

1
m
òxi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t ò2

+ 2
m
4xi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t 50

mX

j=1

4x
j
t Éwt50 (8)

By the definition of wt , we have
Pm

j=14x
j
t É wt5 = 0.

Therefore, we have
mX

j=1

òxj
t+1Éwt+1ò2 =

mX

j=1

òxj
tÉwtò2+

mÉ1
m

òxi+1
t+1Éxi+1

t ò2

+24xi+1
t+1Éxi+1

t 504xi+1
t Éwt50 (9)

We have from Lemma 1 that

4xi+1
t+1 É xi+1

t 504xi+1
t Éwt5Éòxi+1

t+1 É xi+1
t ò21 (10)

which in turn gives
mX

j=1

òxj
t+1 Éwt+1ò2 

mX

j=1

òxj
t Éwtò2 É

m+ 1
m

òxi+1
t+1 É xi+1

t ò2


mX

j=1

òxj
t Éwtò20 É

The implications of Theorem 1 are twofold. First,
in terms of convex geometry, Cheney and Goldstein
(1959) deal with static sets, whereas Theorem 1 deals
with moving sets. Second, in terms of negotiation,
Theorem 1 states that the sequential projection strat-
egy ensures the distance between the new offer gen-
erated by an agent and the mean of all the previous
offers never increases. We use this fact to prove the
next theorem, which is one of our main contributions.

Theorem 2. If the zone of agreement has a nonempty
interior, and if the agents keep conceding to their reser-
vation utilities, then the sequential projection proposing
strategy will always converge to an agreement.

Proof. Suppose there exists some s such that As =Tm
i=1A

i
s 6=ô (otherwise, 8 t1Tm

i=1A
i
t =ô, which implies

the set limt!à
Tm

i=1A
i
t contains no interior point,

which contradicts our assumption that the zone of
agreement is nonempty). Then, as Ai

t ⇢ Ai
t+1 for i 2

81121 0 0 0 1m9, we have 8 t � s1
Tm

i=1A
i
t 6=ô. Let

eit = PAi
t
6wtÉ17ÉwtÉ10 (11)

Without loss of generality, we assume Agent 1 pro-
poses an offer x1

s+1 in period s+ 1. Because we follow
the convention that Agent 1 proposes in period s+ 1,
Agent 2 proposes in period s+ 2, and so on, we have
that Agent i proposes an offer xi

s+i in period s+ i. We
also get the implication that Agent i proposes offers
in all subsequent periods of the form s + k · m + i,
8 i 2 81121 0 0 0 1m9 and 8k 2�. Then, by Lemma 1, 8 i 2
81121 0 0 0 1m9, and 8x 2As , we get

òeis+iò2  òws+iÉ1 É xò2 Éòxi
s+i É xò2

=
����
1
m

mX

j=1

4x
j
s+iÉ1 É x5

����
2

Éòxi
s+i É xò2


✓
1
m

mX

j=1

òxj
s+iÉ1 É xò

◆2

Éòxi
s+i É xò2

 1
m

mX

j=1

òxj
s+iÉ1 É xò2 Éòxi

s+i É xò21 (12)

where xi
s+i is the latest offer proposed by Agent i until

period s+ i.
Thus, by summing (12) over all agents, we get

mX

i=1

òeis+iò2
1
m

mX

i=1

mX

j=1

òxj
s+iÉ1Éxò2É

mX

i=1

òxi
s+iÉxò20 (13)

Moreover, note that xi
s is the latest offer proposed by

Agent i until period s. Thus, we have xi
s = xi

s+1 = · · · =
xi
s+iÉ1 and xi

s+i = xi
s+i+1 = · · · = xi

s+m. Therefore,

mX

i=1

mX

j=1

òxj
s+iÉ1 É xò2

=
mX

i=1

✓iÉ1X

j=1

òxj
s+j É xò2 +

mX

j=i

òxj
s+jÉ1 É xò2

◆

=
mX

j=1

mX

i=j+1

òxj
s+j É xò2 +

mX

j=1

jX

i=1

òxj
s+jÉ1 É xò2

=
mX

j=1

4mÉ j5òxj
s+j É xò2 +

mX

j=1

jòxj
s+jÉ1 É xò20 (14)
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By substituting (14) into (13), we obtain

mX

i=1

òeis+iò2 
mX

i=1

i

m
4òxi

s+iÉ1 É xò2 Éòxi
s+i É xò250 (15)

The inequality (15) holds by replacing s with s +
km, 8k 2 �. Moreover, 8k 2 �, xi

s+km+i = xi
s+4k+15m+iÉ1.

Therefore, 8 r 2�,

rX

k=0

mX

i=1

òeis+km+iò2


rX

k=0

mX

i=1

i

m
4òxi

s+km+iÉ1 É xò2 Éòxi
s+km+i É xò25

=
mX

i=1

i

m

rX

k=0

4òxi
s+km+iÉ1 É xò2 Éòxi

s+4k+15m+iÉ1 É xò25

=
mX

i=1

i

m
4òxi

s+iÉ1 É xò2 Éòxi
s+4r+15·m+iÉ1 É xò25


mX

i=1

i

m
òxi

s+iÉ1 É xò20 (16)

When r !à, the inequality (16) implies

lim
k!à

mX

i=1

òeis+km+iò2 = 00 (17)

Hence, limt!à òeitò= 0 for all i. É
In the proof of Theorem 2, we first show that if the

zone of agreement has a nonempty interior, the sum
of the sequences 8

Pm
i=1 òxi

t Éwtò29 has a finite upper
bound. Moreover, we have proven the nonincreas-
ing nature of the sequences 8

Pm
i=1 òxi

t Éwtò29 in The-
orem 1, so the sequence 8

Pm
i=1 òxi

t É wtò29 converges
to 0, which implies the sequential projection propos-
ing strategy will always converge to an agreement.

3.2. Reaching Agreement in a Finite Time

We now address the following question: Given that
the concession strategies of the agents are such that
all the agents reach their reservation utilities within
a finite time, say T0, can the agents converge to an
agreement in a finite time (provided the zone of agree-
ment is nonempty)? Note that, as in Section 3.1, we
do not make any assumptions about the specific con-
cession strategy used by the agents.

Theorem 3. For m agents negotiating on N issues, if
the agents use concession strategies such that they each
reach their reservation utilities in a finite time, they will
reach an agreement in a finite time (assuming the zone of
agreement has a nonempty interior).

Proof. From inequality (16) in Theorem 2, we have
8 r 2�, where � is the set of integers,

rX

k=1

mX

i=1

òeis+km+iò2


mX

i=1

i

m
4òxi

s+iÉ1 É xò2 Éòxi
s+r ·m+i É xò250 (18)

Moreover, we have from the definition of eit that

mX

i=1

òeis+4k+15m+iò2 
mX

i=1

òeis+km+iò21 8k 2�0 (19)

Thus,
mX

i=1

òeis+r ·m+iò2 (20)

 1
r

mX

i=1

i

m
4òxi

s+iÉ1 É xò2 Éòxi
s+r ·m+i É xò25

 1
r

mX

i=1

i

m
òxi

s+iÉ1 É xò21 (21)

which implies 8ò> 0, there exists í > 0, where

í = s+ r

⇠Pm
i=14i/m5òxi

s+iÉ1 É xò2
ò

⇡
+ i (22)

such that 8 t > í ,
Pm

i=1 òeitò2 < ò. É
The intuition of the proof of Theorem 3 is as fol-

lows: because we can guarantee the convergence of
the sequence 8

Pm
i=1 òxi

t Éwtò29 using the fact that the
sequence is nonincreasing (by Theorem 1) and the fact
that the sequence has a finite sum (shown in Theo-
rem 2), we have 8ò> 0, 9 í > 0, s.t., 8 t > í ,

Pm
i=1 òxi

t É
wtò2 < ò, where xi

t is Agent i’s offer in period t and
wt is the mean of the standing offers of all the agents
at period t. In other words, the distance between the
offers generated by an agent and the mean of the
current offers of all the agents will decrease to zero
(within a numerical error tolerance ò) in a finite time.

4. Incentive for Agents to Concede

As discussed in Section 1.1, the negotiation literature
does not explicitly examine whether the agents have
incentive to concede. We believe that our work is the
first to tackle the subject of incentives for agents to
concede. The framework for addressing this is based
on two assumptions. First, the agent’s utility from
reaching agreement is higher than nonagreement.
Therefore, the agents would prefer conceding over
risking a negotiation breakdown. Second, the agents
are reactive (as opposed to the literature, in which
their concession rate is exogenously determined), so
their concession rate depends on their perception of
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the utility of other agents’ offers. We design a reactive
concession strategy, where an agent concedes according
to two criteria: (a) whether the current offer of other
agents provides higher utility than the agent’s reser-
vation utility and (b) the agent’s perception of how
much the other agents have conceded. The reason an
agent may want to stop conceding—before reaching
its reservation utility—is to gain higher utility, if the
other agents accept its (nonconcession) offer without
realizing the agent has stopped conceding. In mul-
tilateral, multi-issue negotiation, an agent may stop
conceding before reaching its reservation utility and
simply make “concessions” on its current indifference
curve. Since such pseudoconcessions are difficult for
other agents to perceive, the agent is in effect manip-
ulating the others and unfairly gaining more utility.
We call this behavior deliberate stopping of concession.
From the point of view of designing an incentive-

compatible reactive strategy, the difficulty of other
agents of perceiving a deliberate stopping of conces-
sion is one challenge. We would like to design our
strategy so that agents could perceive the noncon-
cession and then stop conceding as well, so as not
to be taken advantage of. However, we would also
like to distinguish the case of deliberate stopping of
concession from the case of a nonmanipulative agent
who happens to arrive at its reservation utility very
early in the negotiation and thus has no other choice
but to concede only on the reservation curve. In this
case, if agents perceive the nonconcession, then they
may stop conceding and the negotiation may break
down, although, assuming the zone of agreement was
nonempty, an acceptable agreement would have been
found; had all other agents continued conceding and
thus reaching their reservation utilities, the sequential
projection strategy for offer generation would guaran-
tee convergence to agreement. This is a second chal-
lenge in designing an incentive-compatible reactive
strategy. Therefore, besides the deliberative conces-
sion stopping, where an agent initiates the stopping,
we define a reactive concession stopping, where an agent
stops conceding in reaction to another agent’s stop-
ping to concede.
We design a reactive concession strategy and show

that under such a strategy, agents have an incentive
to concede. To have a well-defined conceptual frame-
work that is in line with the spirit of incentive com-
patibility (Myerson 1979), we define the notion of
weak incentive compatibility:

Definition 13. A strategy satisfies weak incentive
compatibility or is weakly incentive compatible if and only
if no other strategy dominates the strategy.

4.1. Reactive Concession Strategy

According to Definition 7, Agent i’s concession strat-
egy is defined as a time series of the agent’s desir-
able utility. Under a nonreactive concession strat-
egy, Agent i would concede following a predefined
concession strategy 4s0i 4151 s0i 4251 0 0 0 1 s0i 4T 55. A reac-
tive concession strategy is represented by 4si4151 si4251
0 0 0 1 si4T 55. To determine the amount of utility to con-
cede at period t, each agent considers its own util-
ity change resulting from other agents’ offers. There
are two cases. First, the change in utility that other
agents’ offers caused has resulted in higher utility than
Agent i’s reservation utility. In this case, Agent i’s util-
ity is reduced according to the nonreactive concession
strategy, i.e., si4t5= s0i 4t5 or, equivalently, by conceding
„ui04t5= s0i 4t5É si4tÉ 15.
Second, suppose that in period t, the change in util-

ity from other agents’ offers has resulted in lower util-
ity than Agent i’s reservation utility. Then Agent i
concedes by an amount based on the change Agent i
perceives in its own utility resulting from other
agents’ offers.

Definition 14. Let xj
6i1É174t5 be Agent j’s next-to-last

best offer, which is the offer that provides the highest
utility to Agent i among all offers made by Agent j
until Agent j’s next-to-last offer (i.e., not including
Agent j’s standing offer) in period t.

The marginal perceived change of utility for
Agent i from Agent j’s standing offer xj

t4t5, is defined
as „1uij4t5 = ui4x

j
t4t55 É ui4x

j
6i1É174t55. The total per-

ceived change of utility for Agent i from Agent j’s
standing offer xj

t4t5, is ui4x
j
t5Éui4x

j
05. The total conces-

sion by Agent i until period tÉ1 is 1Éui4x
i
tÉ15. Denote

„2uij4t5 = ui4x
j
t5 É ui4x

j
05 É 41 É ui4x

i
tÉ155 as the dif-

ference between the total perceived concession from
Agent j’s standing offer for Agent i and the total
concession by Agent i. We define the reactive conces-
sion of Agent i in response to Agent j in period t
as „uij4t5 = max8„1uij4t51„2uij4t5109. Denote ‚t4i5 =
8j óui4x

j
t5  rui9 as the set of agents whose standing

offers provide lower utility to Agent i than Agent i’s
reservation utility in period t. Then the desirable util-
ity Agent i is willing to concede in period t is given by

„ui4t5=min
n
min
j2‚t 4i5

„uij4t51„ui04t5
o
0 (23)

Thus, according to the reactive concession strategy,
the desirable utility of Agent i in round t is given
by si4t5 = si4t É 15 É „ui4t5. We provide the pseu-
docode for the reactive concession strategy in Algo-
rithm 2. In addition, we provide the pseudocode for
the overall algorithm with reactive concession strat-
egy in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 2 (Reactive concession algorithm)
Data: Each agent’s standing offer xj

t , second
latest offer xj

6i1É17; Agent i’s utility function
ui4x5, reservation utility rui, and
non-reactive concession strategy s0i 4t5,
t = 1121 0 0 0 1T

Result: Agent i’s desirable utility in period t si4t5.
1 Nonreactive concession: „ui04t5Ñ s0i 4t5É si4tÉ 15
2 for each j 2 81121 0 0 0 1m9 do
3 if x

j
6i1É17 =ô or ui4x

j
t5� rui then

4 „uij4t5Ñ„ui04t5
5 else

6 „1uij4t5Ñ ui4x
j
t5Éui4x

j
6i1É175

7 „2uij4t5Ñ ui4x
j
t5Éui4x

j
05É 41Éui4x

i
tÉ155

8 „uij4t5Ñmax8„1uij4t51„2uij4t5109
9 end

10 Determine the reactive concession:
„ui4t5Ñmin8minj2‚t 4i5 „uij4t51„ui04t59

11 Revise the desirable utility in period t:
si4t5Ñ si4tÉ 15É„ui4t5

12 end.

4.2. Weak Incentive Compatibility to Concede

We first show that, assuming every agent concedes, the
sequential projection strategy is weakly incentive compat-
ible. This is true, because all points on Agent i’s con-
cession surface give the agent the same utility, and
by proposing any other point, the agent may decrease
the chance of reaching an agreement (because the con-
vergence proof holds only for projections).
We then tackle the issue of agents’ incentive to

concede. When Agent i uses the reactive conces-
sion strategy, in period t, Agent i may stop con-
ceding (i.e., „ui4t5 = 0), because either „ui104t5 = 0
or minj2‚t 4i5 „uij4t5 = 0. We define the case where
„ui104t5= 0 as deliberately ceasing to concede4 and the
case where minj2‚t 4i5 „uij4t5= 0 as reactively ceasing to
concede. We show that if all other agents use the reac-
tive concession strategy, not deliberately ceasing to
concede is weakly incentive compatible for an agent.
As the first step of the proof, in Lemma 2, we show

the negotiation will stall if an agent deliberately stops
conceding under certain conditions. To illustrate the
conditions, as shown in Figure 5, let Agent i propose
xi
t at time t. Let x⇤

si4t5
be the point on the indifference

surface ui4x5 = si4t5 such that uj4x5 = uj4x
⇤
si4t5

5 is the
highest attainable utility by Agent j on this indiffer-
ence surface. Let x⇤

rui
be the point on Agent i’s reser-

vation surface such that uj4x5= uj4x
⇤
rui
5 is the highest

attainable utility by Agent j on this indifference sur-
face. Define „j ⌘ uj4x

⇤
si4t5

5Éuj4x
i
t5.

4 Note that by definition, „ui104t5= 0 is Agent i’s concession when
other agents’ offers have given Agent i utility higher than the
agent’s own reservation utility; i.e., deliberate stopping of conces-
sion happens before Agent i reaches its own reservation utility.

Algorithm 3 (Overall algorithm with reactive conces-
sion strategy)

Data: Each agent’s utility function ui4x5,
reservation utility rui, and planned
concession strategy s0i 4t5, t = 1121 0 0 0 1T

Result: Negotiation Agreement
1 Initialization: Each agent proposes a preferred offer

xi
0, and sets x

j
6i1É17 Ñô1 8 j 2 81121 0 0 0 1 iÉ 1,

i+ 11 0 0 0 1m9.
2 t = 1
3 Set convergence tolerance: Ñ
4 while t  T and IsConverge= False do
5 Determine the agent to propose: i=mod4t1m5;
6 for each j 2 81121 0 0 0 1m9 do
7 if j = i then
8 Agent i concedes using Algorithm 2:

si4t5Ñ si4tÉ 15É„ui4t5;
9 Agent i calculates: wtÉ1 Ñ 41/m5

Pm
j=1 x

j
tÉ1;

10 Agent i proposes xi
t4t5Ñ PAi

t
6wtÉ17;

11 else

12 x
j
t Ñ x

j
tÉ1;

13 if uj4x
i
tÉ14tÉ 155� uj4x

i
6j1É174tÉ 155 then

14 xi
6j1É174t5Ñ xi

tÉ14tÉ 15;
15 end

16 x
j
6i1É174t5Ñ x

j
6i1É174tÉ 15;

17 end

18 end

19 if maxj2811210001m9 òxj
t ÉwtÉ1ò< Ñ then

20 IsConverge= True;
21 else

22 t = t+ 1;
23 end

24 end.

Lemma 2. If Agent i deliberately stops conceding before
reaching the agent’s own reservation utility from time
period t onward, and all other agents use the reactive con-
cession strategy, the negotiation will stall; i.e., other agents

Issue 1
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e 
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0 1

1
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Agent j
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Figure 5 (Color online) Agents’ Incentive to Concede
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will reactively stop conceding, and there will be no agree-
ment, if „j < sj4t5Éuj4x

⇤
rui
5 and uj4x

⇤
si4t5

5< ruj .

Proof. If Agent i stops conceding from period t
onward, all offers that Agent i proposes after period t
are on Agent i’s indifference surface ui4x5 = ui4x

i
t5 =

si4t5. Therefore, from period t + 1 onward, the max-
imum of the total perceived utility improvement by
Agent j from Agent i’s offers is

„j ⌘ uj4x
⇤
si4t5

5Éuj4x
i
t50 (24)

Without loss of generality, from period t, the mini-
mum of the total utility improvement Agent j per-
ceives from the offers made by the other agents
(including Agent i) would be smaller than or equal to
the total utility improvement that Agent j perceives
from Agent i’s offers. If Agent i stops conceding and
uj4x

⇤
si4t5

5 remains smaller than Agent j’s reservation
utility ruj , using the reactive strategy, Agent j would
concede by at most a total of „j over the next rounds,
irrespective of Agent i’s offers. Note that Agent j will
not know the amount „j , but the nature of the reac-
tive concession strategy guarantees thatAgent j’s total
concession from t onward is no more than „j . Thus,
if „j < sj4t5Éuj4x

⇤
rui
5 and uj4x

⇤
si4t5

5< ruj , where sj4t5 is
Agent j’s current utility level in period t, the nego-
tiation will stall; that is, Agent j will stop conceding
outside of the zone of agreement, and thus Agents i
and j will not reach an agreement, although there is
a nonempty zone of agreement. É

Theorem 4. If all the agents use the reactive conces-
sion strategy, none of them has an incentive to deliberately
stop conceding; thus, it is weakly incentive compatible for
all agents to keep conceding throughout the negotiation
process.

Proof. By Lemma 2, and because Agent i has no
knowledge of other agents’ utility functions, the agent
is uncertain about whether 8 j , j 2 81121 0 0 0 1m9, j 6= i,
uj4x

⇤
si4t5

5 is higher than Agent j’s reservation utility
ruj , or the largest possible perceived utility improve-
ment from Agent i’s offers, „j = uj4x

⇤
si4t5

5 É uj4x
i
t5, is

larger than sj4t5É uj4x
⇤
rui
5. Thus, Agent i is not sure

about whether negotiations will result in an agree-
ment if Agent i stops conceding at any period t before
reaching the agent’s own reservation utility. Because
reaching an agreement would provide higher utility
than reaching no agreement, by Definition 13, it is
weakly incentive compatible for Agent i to continue
to concede. Therefore, it is weakly incentive compat-
ible for all the agents to keep conceding throughout
the negotiation process. In other words, an agent will
not deliberately stop conceding. É
Our convergence result for the sequential projec-

tion strategy for offer generation, as presented in Sec-
tion 3, is a general result that does not depend on
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Figure 6 (Color online) The Negotiation Will Not Stall When

Agent 1 Concedes to Reservation Utility

specific features of the concession strategy as long as
all agents concede to their reservation utilities and
the zone of agreement is nonempty. Hence, it also
applies to the reactive concession strategy. In other
words, as long as all agents using the reactive con-
cession strategy keep conceding to their reservation
utilities, an agreement is guaranteed. Theoretically, we
have proven that none of the agents will deliberately
stop conceding, but we have not proven whether the
agents may reactively stop conceding. By our design
of reactive concession strategy, if Agent i’s offer pro-
vides a higher utility than Agent j’s reservation utility,
Agent j will keep conceding. Additionally, as long as
Agent i keeps conceding and Agent j perceives the
concession of Agent i, Agent j will still reactively con-
tinue to concede. The special case that Agent j may
not perceive the concession of Agent i may happen
because Agent i concedes to its reservation utility at
early stage.
Figure 6 illustrates an example of bilateral negoti-

ation in which the negotiation will not stall even if
Agent 1 concedes to the agent’s own reservation util-
ity immediately in period t. The offer x1

t that Agent 1
proposes in period t lies on Agent 1’s reservation
indifference curve but not in the zone of agreement.
By the nature of the projection offer-generation strat-
egy, the distance between the offers of Agent 1 and
Agent 2 decreases over time. The offers that Agent 1
proposes (e.g., offer x1

t+2 in the figure) gradually enter
the zone of agreement. By the design of our reactive
concession strategy, Agent 2 keeps conceding and an
agreement is achieved.
To illustrate the above example is not restricted

to bilateral negotiation. Figure 7 illustrates an exam-
ple of negotiation among three agents. In Figure 7,
Agent 1 concedes to the agent’s own reservation util-
ity very early in period t. Offer x1

t is out of the zone
of agreement. Using the sequential projection strate-
gies, the standing offers of the agents become closer
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Among Three Agents Even If Agent 1 Concedes

Immediately to Its Reservation Utility, Since Agent 1’s
Offers Will Gradually Enter the Zone of Agreement

to one another as time increases and both Agent 2 and
Agent 3 keep conceding. The next offer that Agent 1
proposes, x1

t+3, enters the zone of agreement. There-
fore, the negotiation will not stall even if Agent 1
concedes to the agent’s own reservation utility very

early in the negotiation at period t. We cannot guar-
antee that the offers on Agent 1’s reservation util-
ity curve will always enter the zone of agreement.
If Agent 2’s offer does not enter the zone of agree-
ment, other agents may reactively stop conceding and
the negotiation may stall. For example, in Figure 6,
if Agent 1’s offer does not enter the zone of agree-
ment, Agent 2’s maximum concession from period t
is bounded by „2 and the negotiation ends without
an agreement.

5. Computational Experiments

In the previous sections, we have proven that if
the agents negotiate using the sequential projection
strategy, they will reach an agreement. In this sec-
tion, we present the results of multi-agent computa-
tional experiments on randomly generated scenarios
to explore various issues of convergence, scalability,
and robustness of the sequential projection strategy
and the reactive concession strategy.
From the perspective of the overall multi-agent

system, the parameters of interest and their val-
ues in our experiments are as follows: (a) the num-
ber of agents varied from 2 to 9; (b) the number
of issues varied from 2 to 5; (c) the values of the
agents’ reservation utility varied from 0.10 to 0.30
with an increment of 0.05; and (d) the number of
simulation runs is 100 per simulation scenario. The
agents’ utility functions follow a very general class
of hyperquadric functions (Hanson 1988): uk4x5= 1ÉPQ

i=1 óHi4x5óni , where x is the n-dimensional proposal
vector, Hi4x5 =

PN
j=1 aijxj , ni = li/mi, and li1mi 2 ⇢+;

f 4x5 is strictly concave if 1 < ni <à. Hyperquadrics
are a general class of functions used in computer
graphics (Hanson 1988) and can model a wide range
of convex functions. Agent k’s feasible set of offers at
period t is the intersection of the unit N -dimensional
hypercube 60117N with uk4x5� sk4t5. Commonly used
convex utility functions in the economics literature,
such as the Cobb-Douglas functions, can be shown
to be special cases of the class of hyperquadric func-
tions. The utility functions of the agents are randomly
drawn from the class of hyperquadric functions.
We evaluate our solution with respect to the Nash

bargaining solution (Nash 1950), which is Pareto opti-
mal (Nash 1950, Roth 1977, Lensberg 1988). The Nash
solution maximizes the agents’ joint utility (i.e., the
product of the utilities). For the class of (strictly) con-
cave utility functions that we consider, the Nash solu-
tion can be obtained by solving a convex optimization
problem.
Figure 8 shows a typical sequence of offers with a

final agreement generated by five agents negotiating
on three issues using the reactive concession strategy.
Table 1 demonstrates the performance of the algo-

rithm when the reactive concession strategy is used.
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with a Final Agreement in a Three-Issue Negotiation

Scenario Using the Sequential Projection Algorithm

Table 1 Performance of Sequential Projection Algorithm with

Reactive Concession Strategy

No. of rounds Ratio of joint
to convergence utility

No. of Standard Standard
agents Mean deviation Mean deviation

2 62085 1099 009386 000726
3 65000 1073 009268 000307
5 70043 1051 009098 000455
7 74038 1087 009173 000773
9 78071 1011 009469 000169

Here, we varied the number of agents between two
and nine, while keeping the number of issues and
reservation utilities fixed. The reservation utility of
the agents is assumed to be 002, and the number of
issues is assumed to be 3. The results are averaged
over 100 random runs for each row of the table. The
numerical tolerance used for convergence is 00001. As
can be seen from Table 1 (second and third columns),
the number of rounds required for convergence is
fairly stable. The fourth column gives the ratio of our
solution to the Nash solution. The quality of the solu-
tions is satisfactorily close to that of the Nash bargain-
ing solutions.
To check the robustness of our findings when vary-

ing the number of issues, we performed a sensitiv-
ity analysis by varying the number of issues and the
reservation utility of the agents. Table 2 shows the
performance of the algorithm for five agents negotiat-
ing on different numbers of issues, from two to five.
The reservation utility of the agents is assumed to be
002. The results in Table 2 show that the number of
rounds is quite stable if we increase the number of
issues. Table 3 shows the performance of the algo-
rithm for five agents negotiating on three issues with
reservation utilities varying from 0010 to 0030 with an

Table 2 Performance of Sequential Projection Algorithm with

Five Agents Negotiating on a Different Number of Issues

No. of rounds Ratio of joint
to convergence utility

No. of Standard Standard
issues Mean deviation Mean deviation

2 69086 1021 009271 000391
3 70043 1051 009098 000455
4 71014 1068 009655 000226
5 70085 1095 009494 000222

Table 3 Performance of Sequential Projection Algorithm with

Five Agents Negotiating on Three Issues with Different

Values of Reservation Utility

No. of rounds Ratio of joint
to convergence utility

Reservation Standard Standard
utility Mean deviation Mean deviation

0.10 63043 1027 009484 000318
0.15 66086 1007 009423 000294
0.20 70043 1051 009098 000455
0.25 75014 1057 009058 000640
0.30 83083 6046 008698 001004

increment of 0005. The results in Table 3 show the
number of rounds is quite stable even if we vary the
reservation utilities of the agents, as long as the zone
of agreement is nonempty.
To substantiate our claim that the sequential projec-

tion strategy will converge not contingent on the con-
cession strategy, we performed experiments in which
the agents concede in a random fashion. Table 4
shows the performance of the sequential projection
algorithm with five agents negotiating on three issues
with one or more agents (shown in the first col-
umn) conceding in a random fashion to their reser-
vation utilities. The reservation utility of the agents
is assumed to be 002. Specifically, we let those agents
draw at random a desirable utility between the orig-
inal desirable utility and their reservation value. The
simulation results confirm the convergence of our
proposed algorithm in the presence of randomness in
the concession strategy.
To check the robustness of the sequential projec-

tion strategy to noise in the calculation of the projec-
tion, we let one or more agents add a random noise
term ò to their algorithmically generated bids. In gen-
erating the random noise, we use the uniform norm
of ò, òòòà, to be smaller than 0001. We also restrict the
Euclidean norm of ò, òòò, to be smaller than the dis-
tance between the projection xi

t and wtÉ1 for Agent i
in period t. Table 5 shows the performance of the
sequential projection algorithm with five agents nego-
tiating on three issues where one to three agents use
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Table 4 Performance of Sequential Projection Algorithm with Five

Agents Negotiating on Three Issues with One or More Agents

Conceding in a Random Fashion to Reservation Utility

No. of rounds Ratio of joint
to convergence utility

No. of agents
conceding in a Standard Standard
random fashion Mean deviation Mean deviation

1 72043 4016 009315 000430
2 70029 2014 009566 000343
3 65071 3020 009554 000318

Table 5 Performance of Sequential Projection Algorithm with Five

Agents Negotiating on Three Issues when One or More Agents

Use Noisy Bids

No. of rounds Ratio of joint
to convergence utility

No. of agents Standard Standard
using noisy bids Mean deviation Mean deviation

1 69014 2041 009340 000352
2 70043 1090 009115 000529
3 70086 1077 009351 000243

Table 6 Performance of Reactive Concession Strategy with Five

Agents Negotiating on Three Issues when One or More

Agents Concede Immediately to Their Reservation Utilities

No. of rounds Ratio of joint
to convergence utility

No. of agents
conceding immediately Standard Standard
to reservation values Mean deviation Mean deviation

1 65086 7080 009332 000589
2 67015 2088 008808 000566
3 66029 4039 008713 000885

noisy bids. The reservation utility of the agents is
assumed to be 002. The simulation results confirm the
convergence of our proposed algorithm in the pres-
ence of noisy bids.
The goal of the final set of experiments was to test

the robustness of the reactive concession strategy. In
particular, if one agent arrives at reservation utility
very early, compared with the other agents, the first
agent will not be able to make nonzero concessions
out of necessity, not deliberately. Table 6 shows the
performance of the sequential projection algorithm
with five agents negotiating on three issues, where
one to three agents converge immediately to their
reservation values. Each agent’s reservation utility is
002. Although we cannot provably guarantee stalling
will not happen, we show that in our many simula-
tion scenarios, stalling never arose. To further explore
the robustness of the reactive concession strategy, we
simulated negotiation on three issues with a different
number of agents and different values of reservation

Table 7 Percentage of Convergence of Reactive

Concession Strategy for Three-Issue

Negotiations when One Agent Converges

Immediately to Its Reservation Utility

No. of agents (%)

Reservation
utilities 3 5

0.10 100 100
0.15 100 100
0.20 100 100
0.25 100 96
0.30 100 92

utility when one agent concedes immediately to reser-
vation utility. The results in Table 7 show the negotia-
tion scenarios never stall for negotiation among three
agents. Only a very small percentage of negotiation
scenarios, namely 4% and 8%, respectively, stall only
for the negotiations among five agents with corre-
sponding reservation utility of 0025 and 0030.

6. Conclusions and Future Direction

In this paper, we advance the computational literature
on multilateral negotiation in several aspects. First,
we propose a distributed negotiation strategy for
general multilateral, multi-attribute negotiation where
agents have no knowledge about the other players’
utility functions. In particular, we propose a sequen-
tial projection strategy for offer generation, and prove
that by using this strategy, the agents are guaranteed
to arrive at a satisficing agreement, if the agents con-
cede to their reservation utilities and if the zone of
agreement is nonempty. This convergence property
is guaranteed irrespective of the concession strate-
gies the agents use, under concave utility functions,
and despite the fact that agents have no informa-
tion about the preferences of other agents. We argue
that the sequential projection strategy is rational for
agents to follow. In considering agents’ incentives to
concede, we propose and analyze a reactive conces-
sion strategy and prove that none of the agents has
incentive to deliberately stop conceding. We have also
performed computational experiments and demon-
strated that, in practice, in randomly generated prob-
lem instances, the quality of the solution that our
algorithm obtains is quite close to the Nash bargain-
ing solution (that maximizes the joint utility of the
agents). The negotiation converges well in a reason-
able number of iterations and scales as the number of
agents or number of issues is increased. Furthermore,
we tested the robustness of our algorithms to var-
ious deviation strategies, namely, agents conceding
randomly, agents generating noisy bids, and agents
conceding immediately to their reservation utilities.
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Methodologically, we advance the alternating projec-
tion algorithms literature in that we consider multiple
sets that move; we are the first to prove the conver-
gence property under this novel setting.
Our work can be extended in several directions,

one of which is to explore the design of a postnego-
tiation phase for finding a solution that is better for
all the agents after a satisficing agreement has been
reached. A second direction is to design negotiation
strategies in the presence of different best alterna-
tives to a negotiated agreement. A third direction is
to design rational strategies for agents to negotiate in
the presence of hard deadlines. For negotiation with
no information in the presence of deadlines, there are
simple examples that show that any concession strat-
egy that allows an agent to reach the agent’s reser-
vation utility by the deadline cannot guarantee that
the agents will reach an agreement. Thus, this poses
a challenge in identifying a class of provably good
negotiation strategies for negotiating in the presence
of hard deadlines. A fourth direction is to extend the
sequential projection strategy to negotiation between
multiple negotiation teams. Lastly, it may be use-
ful to incorporate learning; specifically, agents could
try to learn other agents’ preferences during negotia-
tion to increase negotiation efficiency.
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Appendix

For the purpose of completeness, we present the convex
optimization formulation for finding the Nash bargaining
solution. Nash (1950) provides an axiomatic approach to
define reasonable outcomes in a negotiation, which has
since been advanced in many subsequent works. In this
paper, we use a convex optimization approach for comput-
ing the Nash bargaining solution. Hence, we will restrict
our discussion to the formulation of the optimization prob-
lem. Let m agents be negotiating on n issues, with the issues
taking on continuous values between 0 and 1. Let ui4x5
be Agent i’s utility function, which is assumed to be con-
cave. Without loss of generality, we assume that no agree-
ment results in a utility of 0. The objective function to
be maximized is the joint utility, namely, f 4x5=Qm

i=1 ui4x5.
Because ui4x5 is concave and nonnegative, f 4x5 is nonnega-
tive, and hence maximizing f 4x5 is equivalent to maximiz-
ing log4f 4x55. Let xj denote the jth component of x. The

convex optimization problem to be solved for computing
the Nash equilibrium is

maximize
mX

i=1
log4ui4x55

s0t0 ui4x5� rui i= 11 0 0 0 1m1

0 xj  11 8 j = 11 0 0 0 1n1

(25)

where rui is Agent i’s ultimate reservation utility. Because
each ui is a concave function of x, the set of constraints
in (25) forms a convex set. The objective function to be max-
imized is a sum of log-concave functions, and hence the
problem is a convex optimization problem. In the paper,
we have used the solver CVX (Grant and Boyd 2015)
implemented in MATLAB to obtain the Nash bargaining
solutions.
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